
Sorting Scale Functional Description

Tabletop Sorting Scale

    Description:

 Eagle Table Top sorting Scale is designed mainly for sorting purpose. 

 The scale is provided with 25 LED indication outputs. 

 The output are displayed as 1 gm of accuracy.

 There are total 25 Outputs (From -12 to + 12 g). For each output respective
             LED will glow. The user will be able to sort the items for every output. 

 Buzzer Alarm is provided for out of range indication. If the item being weighed 
      is below -12 g or above + 12 g then the alarm indication is given. 

 Alarm function can be enabled or disabled.

  The scale has functions like Zero, Tare, Mode, Net/Gross, and Pieces counting.
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Operating Details

 Let us Assume that the Ideal Weight of the Item to be sorted is 
 210 g.

 Place the Item to be sorted on the Weighing scale.

 Tare the weight.

 Display will show the zero reading.

 Remove the weight from the scale.

 Display will show the -210 g weight.

 Now place another Item which is to be compared with standard 
     Weight. (Let us assume the weight is 211 g).

 The weight of this item is 1g more and is displayed on the Weight 
      Display as +1 g, hence the LED Assigned for +1 Output will glow.

 User Can Now Place this Item in the Bin Marked for +1.

 Remove the Item.
 

 Place another item on the scale. ( Let us assume the weight is 209 g ) 

 The weight of this item is 1g Less then the Standard Item and hence 
      The LED Assigned for -1 Output will glow.

 Remove the Item and Place another item on the scale.
     (Let us assume the weight is 225 g) 
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 The weight is out of the limit, hence The Buzzer Alarm gets activated 
      To indicate that placed weight is out of limit.

 Remove the Item and place another Item on the scale.
      (Let us assume the weight is 190 g) 

 The weight is out of the limit, hence The Buzzer Alarm gets activated 
      To indicate that placed weight is out of limit.

 Similarly the user is able to sort the items from -12 g to + 12 g. 
     (Total 25 LED Outputs).

  Note: Sorting Step and No. Of Outputs can be customized as per Application.
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